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Summny
By analyzing the ordinary triode difference amplifier it is shown that
the rejection factor can be made arbitrarily large, without necessity
of pre-selection of valves or stringent mutual equality of corresponding
circuit elements. Some circuits are given Which guarantee a high rejec-
tion factor, even with 10% difference of the corresponding components
o'f the two halves. The theory is verified by a number of measul`ements.

R6anm6
0n  mol.tre.  par l'analy8e de I.amplificateur de tension diff6rentielle
ordinaire a triodes, que le facteur de rejection peut 6tre arbitrairement
elev6  sang  qu.il  soit n6cessaire  de  solectionner leg tubes ou d'ajuBter
leg elements conespondants du cirouit. QuelqueB circuits sont donnes
qui  aBsurent un facteur de rejection tout en permettant dos tolerances
de   10%  pour  leg  elements  correspondant8  deB  deux  Sections.   La
th6orie fut v6rifiee a I.aide de quelques me8ureB.

z-enfa88uing
Durch  Analyse  des  normalen  Trioden-Differentialverstarkers  wild
gezeigt, daB der Schwachungsfaktor („rejection factor") behebig groB
gemacht werden kenn,  ohne  daB eine Vorauswahl von R6hren  oder
eire gegenseitige Gleichheit  entsprechende  Schaltelemente  erforder-
lich  i§t.  Es  werden  einige Schaltungen angegeben. die einen hohen
Schwachungsfaktor  garantieren, wobei Abweichungen von  10% der
entsprechenden Schaltelemente der beiden Halften zulassig Bind. Die
Theoric wind durch einige Messungen bestatigt.

I. htroduction
In some experiments it is necessary to measure smau potential differences

between two points  while both points have in common  a large pot,ential
difference with respect to earth, which is of no importance  for  the  meas-
urement.  This  purpose is served by the difference amplifier which has the
property of amplifying  anti-phase  signals  normally  and  in-phase  signals
hardly if at all. The question to which this article seeks to give an answer is
in how far "hardly if at all" can approach "not at all". The basic circuit of a
difference amplifier is grven in fig.I. If equal in-phase signals  (i.e. T7g ±  Vg)
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are  applied to the control grids the valves will work in parallel and resin.tor
Rc  causes  negative  feedback.  With  equal  anti-phase  signals  on  the  grids
(yg ± -yg) the  changes  of current  through Rc  almost cancel each other
out so that the valves amplify without negative feedback. Apparently, the
amplification for anti-phase signals can thus be made much larger than for
in-phase  signals.

If the two parts of the circuit were identical, equal signals on the control
grids  would  give rise  to equal signals on the anodes so that, assuming the
same applied to all the following stages, no signal would be recorded at the
output terminals. However, when the two parts of the circuit are not quite
identical, equal signals on the control grids will cause signals on the anodes       _
which are not exactly equal.  Let these signals be  ya and  7:J respectively.    u
By Putting  Vi --i(Va +  I;I)  and  J72 ± 1(T7a -7lJ), it can be said that
under  these  circumstances  the  two  anodes  carry  equal  in-phase   signals
f'L  and  equal  anti-phase  signals   Tr2.

Fig. 1. ordinary difference amplifier with triodes.

si::|e ::tt:Eec=o:esnu:au¥ :; :tt£¥ehes:gnfra:smo: :iseir::n::i-Pfadss:  a
From this follows that the quaHty of a difference amplifier can be indicated
by the "rejec,tion factor" H which is defined as I)

H-_ (ya-7:!)pig--FTJ-
( T7o -yo) yg - yg, - e

(1)

Ir can also be regared as the ratio of in-phase signals and anti-phase signals
at the input terminals which cause the same anti-phase signal at the output
terinals.

In  addition  to  J7,  the  term  "discrimination  factor"  (F)  is  frequently
encountered, and can be defined as follows:
•)  This  quanuty  is  sometimes referred to as "rejection ratio", "anti-phase -in-phase

ratio", "transmission factor" 1) or "common-mode-rejection".
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F-_

F-_
that is'

®

(Va-Tlt)yg--yg,-e
(ya+JIJ)peg-yg,-.

total anti-phase amplification

3

(2)

total in-phase amplification

In  the  next  section  the  relations  between  the  rejection  factor  and  the
discrimination factor of the total amplifier and those of the separate stages
will be derived.  From this analysis it follows that the problem of guaran-
teeing a large H-value for the total amplifier can be reduced to solving the
problem  of making  H for  the  first  stage  as  large  as  possible.  The  latter
problem constitutes the subject of the remainder of this article. In section 3
it is shown that, in order to make the rejection factor of a single stage large,
two  conditions  should  be  fulfilled,  namely  a  large  #-value  and  a   large
impedance between the common point of the circuit and earth. In sections
4 and 5 some s6Iutions for these requirements are given.

2.  Rejection factor of a multi-stnge amplifier

First a two-stage amplifier without feedback between the two stages will
be considered: input signals of first stage  yg],  V;1;  output  signals  of  first
stage:  yai,  VJi. Analogously for the  second  stage:  input  signals  yg2,  P:;2
and output signals:  ya2,  flJ2.

Let the following equations describe the two stages:

Pal - V;I ± ai( ygi - Tf6i) + #i( Vgi +  P61) .
yal +  7:£1 ± yi(ygi -y6i) +  61(ygl +  V61) .

and
V. 2_
ya2 +  Jzde ±  y2( yg2 - 7:52)  +  62( J'g2 +  P62) .#±=;:(yg:=#j:)I8:(7g:I?i:i:i (3)

•    :76t:es; :ocrc:ruli:egat;te=sdi|;o=t:e(2a,:ti-E:se amplification, a,p -H and

a        (yo-TIJ)yg=_rlr=e

y        (ya+P:J)yg--Mg'-.

is a measure for the extent to which an anti-phase signal at the input causes
an in-p.hase at the output.

SuppoS.ing  I/i,2 ±  ya] and  Pl;2 ±  P:J2 there follows:

?::=#j:=(::##:)(yg:=?i:)I(;:;:I::!:)(y::I#j:):,(3,,
so that

af ± anti-phase amplification of total amplifier ± aicz2
(I+GT=2),      (4a,
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H| ± rejection factor of total amplifier ±

F|--

G'-

and

11

ff:1+Fff;2

11

EE2+fEB

I

11

5:+5H

F | -- and C! -

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)

These relations can be simpified since for all circuits which will be considered
the quantity G is of the order of 10. Even with a simple difference ?mplifier
forthesecondstage,themagnitudeofH2caneasilybemadelargecompared
withunity(e.g.loo),sotheterml/G]H2maybeneglectedwithrespecttoI.

LIL
Thus: af ± Gio2 ,  Hf ±

1               17_'             1                  1 11

irL+±2       in2+i=2          +T5F;3
In order to make H| large both H[ and the product F]H2 should be made

as large as possible. For the amplifiers dealt with in the next sections F is
about one order smaller than H, so that, by taking such an amplifier for the
first  stage  and taking into account that H2  z¥  loo, it follows that H| will

Forthesimpleamplifier,usedforthesecondstage,Fisofthesameorder®
be approxinately equal to Hi.

as  A  while G is, again, approximately 10. Therefore F| will be larger than
Hi (± H|) and C! zg 10.

From  this  it  follows  that  I--or  a multi-stage amplifier the total rejection
factor will be nearly equal to that of the first stage if for the third and sub-
sequent stages difference amplifiers are used for which the factors H and F
have mininum values of about 20 and G a mininum value larger than 2, a
condition which is easily fulfilled.

Thus the problem of designing a difference amplifier with a high rejection
factor reduces to that of designing a first stage with a high rejection factor
and a high discrimination factor.

It  should  be  noted  that  the  results  obtained  apply  only  to  difference
amphifiers with which no feedback exists between the stages.
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3.   Triode difference am|ilifier

First an analysis of the triode difference amplifier of fig. 2 will be given.
The valves will be characterized by: # ± amplification factor, S[ ± trans-
conductance and Sa  =  RPTp]  with Rp  =  plate  resistance.  For  change.s  of
cunents and potentials the fonowing equations apply:

£a = Si(Jrg -yc) + Sa(Va -yc) t  ya = -jaRa .
i: ± si(y' -T7c) + sa(T{j -p-c),  pij.± -jaRd ,

yc - (fo + ft)Ro .

From these equations ya - yj and y¢ +  PrJ can be found as functions  of
yg and  Pl;:

yg±

T'6

Sa + Ra
SI

S; + A:-1
Si

(I  +  ff_1)

(1 + pr'_I)

V`a ± I:; -
0              (R:-1 I RTa])          R;1

Sa + Ra
(1  +  „_1)

(I + „'_1)

R=1

Fig. 2. Ch.dinary difference amplif erg with triode8.

(5)

In  deriving H,  F and G from these formulae, the difference between two
corresponding quantities will be denoted by 4  (e.g., 4' - / ±  44), while
the following approximations are made:
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u+u:--2iL.      pd-_pr2\,
Si+Si±2Sit    Sisi±S2,    Ra[+R:±2Ro,

Ran:±R%,     #>>1,    SiRo>1,    SiRc>>1.

In that case one finds, approx.

4H-_

F-
¥+£ I

SIRc

2S,Rc               2 prRc

I+SaRo      Rp+R®

In order to determine the lowest value that these factors might acquire,
the following assumptions are made:

For all quantities involved 4#/a; < 6 (# ± #, S, or Ra)  applies, while the
deviations are supposed to add in such a way that the denominators of (6a)
and  (6c)  obtain the largest possible value:

Hid--
6!3±+:(2+#)i

F i i -- F

Gmin -

(6a')

(6b')

(6c')

From these formulae it  can be seen that  a larger value  of Rc results  in
larger values of Hmin, Fmin and Gndn. The lindting values are:

2
(Hmn)Rc±co   ±  £6£.     (F)Jic=co  ±  cO.     and     (Gmin)Rc=co  ±  T.

From (6a) it follows that for a large Hmin one should use valves with a largo
amplification factor #. As Rc will be finite, however, a large #-value alone
does not guarantee a large rejection factor, but S[Rc should be of about the
same order as 4.
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a

a

7

As Rc can easily be made much larger than Ra the  formulae for Hid and
F can be reduced to

Hid-- (7)

and
F ± 2SiRc.                                                 (1a)

The  principle  underlying  the  circuit  of  fig.  2  offers  two   advantages,
namely a large F as well as a large I:I.

The circuits dealt with in the next sections will therefore be based on this
same principle.  The fonowing can be said of all these circuits: In order to
make F large the impedance between the common point of the two halves
of the circuit (C in fig. 2) and earth should be made as large as possible. To

guarantee a large Hid two conditions should be fulfiued:
(1) As  for  guaranteeing  a  large  F  the  inpedance  between  the  common
point and earth should be made as large as possible.
(2) The ratio of the influence of the voltage of the common cathode point
on the valve  cument  and the  influence  of the input  grid voltage  on this
cuITent should be made as nearly equal to unity as possible.
If, in general:

Rc  ±  total impedance between the common point and earth,
Si  ±  4 (valve cuITent): 4 (voltage between input grid and common point),
I   +  I/„ ± the above-mentioned ratio,

one  obtains  for  all the  circuits  to be  dealt with for Hmin the  expression
given in eq.  (7)

In the next section some circuits with a large value of # will be given,.
while section 5 deals with the problem of making Rc large. It vi]l appear
that  the  second  condition  is  harder  to  fulfill  than  the  first,  thus  in
formula(7):                     I            I                            2SiRc

Sf€55>-p  ol  Hin-_+.
As F is nearly equal to  2S[Rc (7a), Hrh =  F/6.  Taking 6 ± 0.I, this leads
to Hlmin = lop, a result of which use was made in section I.

In  the case of a large Rc, the quantity Gin wi)I be equal to 2/6  ±  20
(with  6  =  0.1),  so that the  condition Gmin  >  10,  as used in section 1, is
easily satisfied.

In order to obtain numerical values 6 will be taken equal to 0.I, tLus

20Hin--
11

stjRc-`..-T`

(7b)
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4.  Circuits with large 4

Pervtode  ci,rcuits

With a pentode the influence of the anode voltage on the cathode current
is much smaller than with a triode. However, the influence of the screen-
grid voltage is of the same order of magnitude as that of the anode voltage
in a triode, but the advantage with a pentode is the possibility of decoupling
the  screen-grid to  the  cathode  (fig.  3).  Denoting the  amplification factor
from first grid to anode by #i¢ and the transconductance from first grid to
anode by S]a, Hmin is given by

20
Hrinevtng

11

H=+ri
In  order to make Hid equal to 10#ia  ~ 2.104, Rc  should  be  I/SIC ± Rp
with  Rp  ±  plate resistance  of the  pentode.  The  magnitude  of Rc must,
therefore, be one megohm or more; as a consequence no ordinary resistor
can be used for Rc in view of the d.c. voltage drop to be expected over such
a resistor.

Fig. 3.  Difference ampEfier with pentodes.

An associated problem of a large impedance in the common cathode lead,
is the maintenance  of the  required  d.c.  voltage  between  the  screen-grids
and the common cathode.

Before  giving some  solutions to these problems (section 5) it is desirable
to deal first with a triode circuit which offers important advantages over the
pentode circuit and also appreciably simplifies the decoupling of the auxil-
iary grids to the common point.

Cascode ctrcuti

First consider the "cascode" circuit (fig. 4) in which voltage changes with
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respect to  earth  are  applied  to  the  various  electrodes  as  indicated.  The
variation of the anode current i can be calculated to be

i(I+ Sol

S2 + Sa2)±Sivg-(Si+Sol)yc+
withSat==Si/PiandSaQ--Sz/Pz.

',.

yg2+
Sat.S2     „     ,     Satsa8

S2+Sa2    54   I   S2+Sa2

Fig.  4.  Cascode  of 2  triodes.

If the grid g2 follows the cathode,  yg2 is equal to  Vc; thus the coefficient of
yc in the formula becomes, in this case,

(Si+Sol-S+=¥).
Consequently, if we consider a  difference  amplifier analogous to that of

fig. 2, but with the triodes replaced by two-triode cascodes and the grids of

Fig.  5. Difference amplifier with cascodes.
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the upper triodes decoupled with respect to the common cathode  (fig.  5),
the #-value, as defined in the previous section, becomes:

„1 Ouropeipe2. (8)

Should the voltage of the upper grids follow the common cathode voltage
only partly (Vg2 ± kvc) the #-value becomes:

Withvariations|# < 0.I  and

variation for the  cascode is found to be

< 0.1  (and fe  ±  1)  the  resulting

4„ca8C

IJ,orne
< 0.2.  It  is  possible,  of

course, to place more than two triodes in cascode which results in a stin
higher 4-value.

h general one finds for a cascode  consisting of n triodes, whereby the
voltage of the auxiliary grids follow the common point voltage completely,

ffca8c±#iff2...#n,and|#|<(1.1)n_I.

The miinun rejection factor for a difference amplifier consisting of two-
triode cascodes is tbus given by

20Hid-
12

H+ri
and if fe ±  1  (complete decoupling),

H"."-- 20
12

5f€c+in2
With  the  cascode  circuit,  the  difference  in  #-values  clearly no  longer

limits the rejection factor. As the #-value can theoretically be made very
large, the value of SRc will ultimately decide the value of Hid.  The  con-
tention 1) that Rc needs only to be made of the same order of magnitude as
the  anode-load resistors is therefore no longer valid if one wishes to achieve
very high rejection factors.
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5.  Circuits for high cathode impedances

The total cathode impedance is made up by the following parts:
(a)  The inpedance between cathode and negative supply lead.
(a)  The decoupling of the screen-grids in a pentode cirouit or the control

grids of the tipper triodes in a cascode circuit generally impairs an inped-
ance between the cathode and the positive supply lead.

(c)  The  resistance  between  cathode  and  filament;  stray  capacitances
between 1;he cathode and earth.

Altbough  it  is  possible  to  enlarge  these  parts  together  by  means of
feedback, only methods to enlarge them separately will be  given as most
difference amplifiers are used for low-frequency applications. The impedances
mentioned under (c) are the most difficult to control, but are, luckily, very
high  for low frequencies.  For example the total capacitance between the
cathode  and  earth,  negative  and  positive  supply leads  and  the  filament
together can be kept smaller than 10 pf. Of the resistance between cathode
and filament it is often stated that this might obtain a low value. However
for  60  valves  of the  types  ECG 81,  ECG 82  and  E80CC  the  lowest  value
measured for this resistance was about  60 MQ (Tf/ ±  6  Veff,  yc/ ~ 20 V).
With increasing filament voltage the resistance decreases rapidly.

The methods to make the impedances  (a) and  (b) large are given below.

Ci,rcutls for a high common-coulwde impedance

The  common-cathode resistor has to be made  so large that the use  of
current-stabilizing  circuits  is indispensable. One of the circuits in common
use is given in fig. 6; here the voltages  yg] and yg2 are kept col]stant.
For the differential resistance 4 fro/4£a is found approximatively

4ya --Rp(\-ialic),

Fig.   6.   Pentode   aB   current-source:   ygL             Fig. 7. Pentode as current-source; yg, con-
and  yg2 constant.                                          stant. fT2 decoupled to the cathode.
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with Rp ± plate resistance and fa and €c equal to the anode and the cathode
current  of  the  pentode  respectively,  so  that   4ya/4£a   can   amount   to
10 MQ maxinum.

It is possible to  effect  an improvement of this  circuit if the screen-grid
voltage  J792 is not kept constant with respect to  earth but  constant with
respect to  the  cathode.  For low-frequency  applications  this  can be  done.
for example, in the manner indicated in fig. 7. In this case:

4ya
4ja

~ropriaR8.

with #ia ± amplification factor of control grid to anode,

RJ| -R?1 + R-1.

In  this  way  apparent  resistances  of several  tens  of megohms  can   be
achieved.

Almost unlimitedly high resistances can be obtained by making use of a
triode-cascode  circuit.  An  example  of this is given in fig.  8.  Keeping the
voltages   of  the  grids  constant  with  respect  to  earth,  the  differential
resistance is given by:

4ya
4;a

> 4i /2 „3 rk ,  thus when using identical triodes:

A#=u8rk.

Fig. 8. Cascode of triodes as current-source.
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Analogously one finds for the case that n identical triodes are placed above
one  another:

4ya
4 = „n Th .

®

The advantage of this method is the fact that with the cascode no screen-
grid current occurs so that the cathode current equals the anode current.
The  ultimate  limitation  of  4 I/a/4£a  is  determined  by  the   control-grid
current,  and  for  very  high  rejection  factors  it  is  necessary  to  keep  this
culfent as small as possible.

Decowpttng Of grids

As indicated in section 4, some grids have to be decoupled with respect to
the  common  cathode.  As  a  consequence,  the  impedance  over which the
respective  grids receive the  d.c.  voltage is, for a.c.,  directly in parallel to
the high cathode resistance. The d.c. voltage supply of those grids should
therefore  be  designed  carefully. We will next consider four different d.c.
supply systems.

(I)  Flochng d.c. volnge supply
One possibility for obtaining a constant voltage difference between the

grids and the common cathode is the use of a separate supply, which should
be "floating" with respect to earth. In this case no ohmic resistance is placed
in para)lel with Rc but the latter is shunted by the capacitance between the
supply and earth. This method will therefore be useful only for d.c.  and I.f.
appHcations. Another possibility for floating supply is a dry battery. Apart
from the  normal  objections associated with its use, this method also gives
a fairly large capacitance parallel to Rc.

(I)  Voldege stabttizerB, fed from tlve Trormal positive supply-lend
This circuit (fig. 9) increases the capacitance between the common cathode

'

::::i       ,
Fig. 9.  Stal]ilizer  tulle,  fed from positive

lead of remainder of the amplifier.
Fig.  10.  Circuit  for  increasing  R  (fig.  9)

by use of cathode follower.
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and  earth  only slightly  but  the resistance  A is  now in  parauel with the
resistance  Rc.  It  is  obvious  that  with  stabhizer-tubes  caITying  one  or
more  rnA  an  electronic  current-stabilizing  circuit  must  be  used for R.
In  the  circuit  of  fig.10  the  differential  resistance  4Vg/4£  is  given  by

Avg|Ai  fey  RSRs.

where S ± transconductance of the tube, and

R;1 ± RTc]  + JE1 + JE1,

so that R is effectively increased by a factor SR3.
In this case, too, a "cascode"  effect  Can be achieved by connecting two

stages in series. A practical disadvantage is the number of stabilizer tubes
necessary  for  applying  the  proper  voltage  levels  on  the  different  grids.
A simple circuit *) which can bring about very high resistances is given in
fig.  11.  By  a  suitable  choice  of the  resistance  Rp,  the  voltage variation
4 yo2  can  be made nearly equal to 4 yg, giving an increase of the effective
resistance  as  seen  from  point  G.  For  this  purpose,  Rp  should  be  made
approximately  equal  to  R*/#,  whereby  # ± the  amplification  factor  of
the valve I. With this circuit effective resistances of loo MQ and more are
obtained  with R ±  0.1 MQ.

+fia' +

fia2

Ill
•111

A

--I --jl843,0

v6!7- rfu5AIf?A

Fig. 11,. Circuit fo] increasing R (fig. 9) by making use of amplifier, with an amplification
of urlity.

(9)   Cathode-folhowet ci,Tcui.

If it is necessary, in connection with the high-frequency performance of the
amplifier, to limit the capacitance of the common point to earth, the circuit
of fig.12  can  be  used.  The  common  cathode  of`the  amplifier  should  be
connected with point C and the screen or other auxiliary grids to  G.  The

I)  This circuit was Suggested by Mr M. van Tot of this laboratory.
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extent to which the voltage of C fouows that of C depends upon the cathode-
follower  operation  of the  circuit.  It  should be  bone  in  mind  that  Rs  is
effectively.parallel to Rk, so that a possible increase of Rk serves a useful
purpose only when Rs is correspondingly large. In any case I/G is not entirely
equal to  yc so that fe (eq. (8a)) is not equal to unity. Nevertheless, this does
not need to be a limitation for the niininum rejection factor. The circuit
of fig.  11 without the resistance R can also be used in which C ± grid of
valve I and G ±  anode of valve 11. In this case G follows  C  almost  com-
pletely.

a

Fig.12. Circuit for decoupling the auxiliary grids by means of a cathode follower.

(4)  Decoupting by a capackor
All methods described so far are suitable for d.c. amplifiers. If, however,

this is not a requirement, considerable simplifications can often be made,
such  as  decoupling  of the  grids  to  the  common  cathode by  a. capacitor,
while a higb-resistance voltage divider provides the correct d,c. voltage for
the grids.

5.  Measurements

In this section the results of some measurerients will be given. The cir-
cuits. shown are the less complieated ones.

Pende circwl (fig. 13)

With switch S in position I, the Screen-grids are fed from the  positive
supply lead through the resistance M22.  TI)is  method is  often  appHed in
difference  amplifiers.  In Position 2,  a  floating voltage  source  (a battery)
keeps   the   screen-grid  cathode  voltage  constant.  In  both  positions  the
rejection factors  of 15  different pairs of EF 40 valves were measured. The
results  are  given in graph  I.  In this  graph, Ho is the rejection factor in
position I and H1,. the rejection factor in I.osition 2. Each point gives  the
Ho-and Hn-values for a certain pair of valves. It thus appears.tha'. (Ho)qin
= 360 and (H„)ri =  18000, an improvement of more than 50 times. The
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measurements  were  made  at  a  frequency  of  250  c/s.  With  increasing
frequency, the rejection factor  decreases  rapidly,  due  to  the  influence  of
the  capacity  I)etween  battery  and  earth. At 2000 c/s, the H„-values were
4  times sma)ler.

+250           +250 +250

Fig. 13. Difference amplifier with pentode8. The screen-grids are decoupled to the common
point I)y a battery (position 2 of switch S) or fed from the positive lead through the resistor
M22 (position I of switch S).

I
*

II

.

I.,

1032      51Of 2      510S2      5  |o6-Hn
Graph 1. Rejection factors aB measured for the circuit of fig. 13.

Fro ± rejection factor with Switch S in position 1. Hn ± rejection factor with Switch S  in
position  2.
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Cascade  cfrcz4£!  (fig®   14)

For the cascode two halves of the valve ECC81 (4G ±  60) were used. The
resistance  between  the  cascode  and  the  negative  supply  lead  was  made
large by using the circuit of fig. 8, with 2 triodes in cascode. The impedance
between the  grids  of the upper triodes  and the positive  supply lead was
enlarged by using the circuit bf fig. 10, which can be recognized in fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Difference amplifier with cascodes.

For the valve ECC81-1 various arbitrarily chosen valves were taken. For
each the rejection factor was determined in this circuit  (H„) and this was
compared with the rejection factor for the same valve in the circuit which
is obtained by short-circuiting the upper triodes (Ho)   Ho is thus a measure
of the rejection factor which could be obtained by the conventional circuits.
The results  are given in graph 2  The frequency at which the measurements
took place was 250 c/s. This measurement was repeated for different valves
ECC81   in  position   ECC8l-2.   The  lowest  Hn  measured  amounted  to
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40000. The valve  for which this was the case had an Ho of only 500. With a
margin of 100/o in all parameters 1200 was calculated for (Ho)in  and 36000
for  (Hn)nin.  The  frequeLcy  dependence  of Hn was determined for various
pairs of val.veg. The results for the two extreme cases are given in graph 3.
Curve a indicates the trend of Hn with a moderate Hn at low frequencies
while graph a refers to a valve with a very high H„ at low frequencies. The
large  difference  in  trend  might  be  explained  by  the  fact  that  possible
differences in valve and wiring capacitances make themselves be felt more
severely in A than in a.

I II x`

I

S
*x

-..
I.

II I

<
I

'o22 5 'o32 5 'o`2 5 'o52

Graph 2. Rejection factors as measured for the circuit of fig.  14.
Ho ±  rejection factor with the  valve  ECG 81-2  Short-circuited,  giving  values  one  can
expect for an ordimry triode amplifiel..
HL. ± rejection factor for the circuit as drawn in fig. 14.
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2     2           S      |03      2           S '042

-i(Hz)
Graph 3. Z7 versus frequency.

84377                                      -V ln  phase

Graph 4. H versus amplitude of in-phase Signal.
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Finally, a measurement was made of Hn as a funct,ion of the magnitude
of the in-phase signal. The result is reproduced in graph 4.

Conclusion

It is possible to design difference amp)ifiers which guarantee high rejec-
tion factors without having to satisfy strenuous requirements  concerning
the  mul-ual parity  of valve  and  cirouit  parameters.  The  circuit  of fig.  14
used as a low-frequency difference amplifier gives a rejection factoi  larger
than   30000.   Higher  values  of  Hmifl  can  be  realized  by  using  cascode
circuits  consisting  of more  than  two  triodes.  The  ultimate  limitation  is
determined by the magnitude of the total impedance between the common
cathode  and  earth.

Eindhoven, Augusi 1954
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